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Chapter 1 : Basketball Mystery: Gertrude Chandler Warner: Paperback - BMI Educational Services
The Basketball Mystery (The Boxcar Children Mysteries #68) [Gertrude Chandler Warner, Charles Tang (Illustrator)] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Greenfield's famous basketball stars, Tipper and Buzz
Nettleton, coach a community team that the Boxcar Children join.

Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny. In the version of the tale, the children are orphaned in the first few pages; in
the heavily revised and simplified revision, they have evidently been orphaned for some time. In the version,
the children are already homeless and wandering around at the start of the story. The baker and his wife plan
to take the three elder children, who are old enough to be helpful in the bakery, but to send the youngest,
Benny to an orphanage. Finding an abandoned boxcar, the children start a new life of work. Henry ends up
working in a nearby town called Silver City for a young doctor called Dr. Moore in order to earn money for
food and other things they need. Unbeknownst to the children, by that time the doctor knows very well who
they are and where they are living; indeed, he has been keeping a discreet eye on them for weeks. When Violet
becomes ill, however, he feels it is time to do so. Their grandfather, James Henry Alden, is a steel baron who
comes at once to see them. The children warm to his kindness and are surprised but delighted when they
eventually learn that he is their much-feared grandfather. They go to live with him after all, and he has the
boxcar transferred to his backyard for their enjoyment. Main characters[ edit ] The characters are named here
as they are in the revised edition of the original book, and its sequels. The family name in the original edition
is Cordyce rather than Alden. Henry also shows a knack for repairing things and is a natural athlete. Jess in the
original edition is usually 12 years old and is the oldest sister. She often acts motherly towards Benny and
Violet and even Henry. She is often responsible for cooking. Jessie is described as being very tidy and
organized. She is sometimes called Jess, but is mostly referred to as Jessie. She is not afraid of anything,
adores the color blue, and is very strong. She is the most sensitive of the children and is skillful at painting and
sewing. She can frequently win over grouchy characters and is good with animals. Violet is often very shy and
loves playing the violin. Her favorite color is violet or purple and she often wears one of those colors. She is
the shyest of all the children. As well, she sometimes helps with Jessie to take care of Benny. He celebrates his
seventh birthday in Surprise Island but after that is always referred to as 6 years old. Benny is known for his
love of all food and the cracked pink cup he found in the dump. His endearingly childish qualities and
comments make him a favorite amongst young readers. He is very ecstatic. He acted as a "watchdog" when
they lived in the boxcar and protected them. Watch was originally owned by a wealthy lady but ran away and
was adopted by the Alden children. The lady was so charmed by the children that she permitted them to keep
him. Watch is a Wire Fox Terrier , and the children found him while Henry was away at work. He had a thorn
in his paw, and Jessie removed it. Because of this, he became known as her dog. He takes care of the kids after
the death of their parents. McAllister in the original edition is the man who gave Henry a job and checked
Violet when she was ill. Secondary characters[ edit ] Soo Lee: She is the cousin of the boxcar children. Her
husband was first seen in the third book of the series. Called both, but mostly cousins Joe was first seen in the
second book of the series, Surprise Island. They moved to a new house in the Mystery of the Singing Ghost.
They adopted Soo Lee from Korea. Aunt Jane and Uncle Andy: Aunt Jane was once unkind, but was changed
in Mystery Ranch, the fourth book of the series. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve
this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
November Learn how and when to remove this template message In April , the animated film The Boxcar
Children was released. Moore is voiced by J. The film is also available on DVD. Tropez International Film
Festival. The film was released by Entertainment One. Streaming and TV rights were sold exclusively to
Netflix on October 4, The film was directed and produced by Daniel Chuba and Mark A. The executive
producer was Maureen Sargent Gorman. A sequel film The Boxcar Children: Surprise Island was originally
planned to be released in fall List of Boxcar Children novels After the first novel, the children become
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amateur sleuths, and the subsequent series involves the children solving various mysteries and occasionally
traveling to other locations as they do so. They stumble across a mystery no matter where they are, whether on
vacation or in their own backyard. They usually solve the mystery with very little adult intervention, although
adults are present in the novel the author said she wrote about mostly-unsupervised children because that
would appeal to children. Some of the mysteries border on the supernatural, although the practical Henry and
Jessie always find the practical reason for anything that appears other-worldly. Most of the mysteries involve
thefts and usually involve the Alden children helping someone they know. As of [update] , there are mysteries
and 21 specials in the series. As she wrote the story, Warner read it to her classes and rewrote it many times so
the words were easy to understand. Some of her pupils spoke other languages at home and were just learning
English, so The Boxcar Children gave them a fun story that was easy to read. Warner once wrote that the
original book "raised a storm of protest from librarians who thought the children were having too good a time
without any parental control! That is exactly why children like it!
Chapter 2 : Level O The Boxcar Children - Booksource
The Basketball Mystery (The Boxcar Children Series #68) by Gertrude Chandler Warner Greenfield's famous basketball
stars, Tipper and Buzz Nettleton, coach a community team that the Boxcar Children join.

Chapter 3 : The Boxcar Children - Wikipedia
Greenfield's famous basketball stars, Tipper and Buzz Nettleton, coach a community team that the Boxcar Children join.
Then someone steals Tipper's MVP trophy and the Alden's investigate. The Boxcar Children Mysteries #

Chapter 4 : Boxcar Bar + Arcade
The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging (where packaging is
applicable). Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.

Chapter 5 : The Basketball Mystery by Gertrude Chandler Warner
Best books like The Basketball Mystery: #1 The Boxcar Children Beginning: The Aldens of Fair Meadow Farm #2
Kidnapped #3 Encyclopedia Brown and the Case.

Chapter 6 : The Basketball Mystery | The Boxcar Children
The Boxcar Children have joined a community basketball league and are thrilled when they find out that Buzz and
Tipper Nettleton are coaching their team.

Chapter 7 : List of Boxcar Children novels - Wikipedia
Greenfield's famous basketball stars, Tipper and Buzz Nettleton, coach a community team that the Boxcar Children join.
Then someone steals Tipper's MVP trophy and the Alden's investigate.

Chapter 8 : The Boxcar Children Mysteries # The Basketball Mystery
The Basketball Mystery: The Boxcar Children Mysteries, Book 68 Audible Audiobook - Unabridged Gertrude Chandler
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Warner (Author), Aimee Lilly (Narrator), Oasis Audio (Publisher) & 0 more.

Chapter 9 : The Boxcar Children Mysteries: The Basketball Mystery 68 (, Paperback) | eBay
The Aldens are in a community basketball league, and Buzz and Tipper Nettleton, Greenfield's most famous basketball
stars, are coaching their teams! But Tipper's Most Valuable trophy is.
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